Haute Collier™
by

Lynn Nubarian

As founder and creative director,
Lynn is responsible for designing and creating
each piece. “I was always creative and possessed
an innate fashion sense. I graduated with a degree
in Fashion Design, so I never envisioned myself
designing jewelry, it was always about the clothes.
But then I thought the most beautiful way to
accentuate any piece of clothing is with a wearable
work of art. So I began creating individual works of
art that would showcase the nature and color of
each gemstone, which is why no two necklaces are
the same. Each piece has its own personality and is
designed to stand on its own”.
Lynn’s words to live by have always been “more is not just more – it’s fabulous!”
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Haute Collier™
About
Haute Collier™ was founded in 2012 by Lynn Nubarian, a fashion industry
veteran and Neiman Marcus alumna, Lynn’s career path began in wholesale and
eventually shifted into luxury retail. It was after the need arose to create
a necklace for herself for an event that Lynn decided it was time to pursue
her lifelong ambition of owning and running her own design business. Lynn is
entirely self taught and the majority of the collection is made by Lynn.

Haute Collier translates from the French ‘high collar or necklace’. The logo,
the Phoenix, represents the elegance and femininity of Lynn’s pieces. The
Phoenix is also representative of transformation… as in the transformation
that occurs when you wear one of Lynn’s creations. Once a piece is created it
will not be repeated.

“One should either be a work of art or wear a work of art” — Oscar Wilde
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Haute Collier™
WHY? ... WHY NOT? You are unique and how you choose to enjoy the adventure of
accessorizing should be just as unique.
Haute Collier™ is bespoke. Haute Collier™ is individuality. Haute Collier™ is
meticulously designed custom presentation boxes. Haute Collier™ is wearable
works of art. Why leave your artwork hanging on the wall for no one to see
when you can wear a work of art for all to see?

They say money can’t buy happiness, but it can buy jewelry.
For several years now, women have not been waiting to receive special
gifts of jewelry from their significant other, but rather buying those
special pieces for themselves. The most common category is the semiprecious and precious jewels classification.
This is where Haute Collier™ has found its niche. Because of Lynn’s eye for
color, her unusual mixture of textures and stones coupled with her innate
design sensibility, there is nothing that compares to these statement pieces.
Haute Collier™ was conceived out of a singular need to create something
uniquely different. After all, haven’t the most successful designers created
pieces out of their own personal needs?
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Haute Collier™
Price Range: $650 - $3,000
Average Price Point: $1,500
Pricing is dependent on Stones, Metal and labor involved
CONTACT INFORMATION

Lynn Nubarian

Email: hautecollier.llc@gmail.com
Phone: 949-290-0792
Social:
Web: https://www.hautecollier.com
Lynn is available for Trunk Show presentations and Special Events.
Custom inquiries welcomed
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